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BBC NEWS | Europe - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video et

Jan 6, 2004 - meteoroid. However, they say the noise and tremors may have been ... Click here to see what happens when a meteroid enters the atmosphere. 
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SPORT WEATHER ON THIS DAY



Spanish investigators are continuing their search for meteorite fragments following spectacular sightings of fireballs in the sky on Sunday.



SEE ALSO:



Police combed a number of areas on Monday concentrating on an area near Leon and Palencia - but have found nothing so far.
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Spain watches 'fireball shower' 05 Jan 04 | Europe 'A meteorite smashed through my roof' 06 Oct 03 | Magazine



Fields near Leon were charred by the mysterious fireballs



They received hundreds of calls at the weekend about loud explosions, tremors and colourful displays in the sky. Experts say the cause may have been a disintegrating meteoroid. However, they say the noise and tremors may have been caused by it breaking the sound barrier rather than crashing into the ground.
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Craters Police sources believe the meteoroid broke up over the northern parts of Leon and Palencia, where civil guard officers reported seeing an object plunging from the skies.



EDITORS' BLOG LANGUAGES



Meteor's family poses puzzle 08 May 03 | Science/Nature



Meteorites The Arthur Ross Hall of Meteorites The BBC is not responsible for the content of external internet sites TOP EUROPE STORIES



Click here to see what happens when a meteroid enters the atmosphere



But they say the parts may have fallen over as many as seven regions, in an arc running from the north-west to the south-east of Spain. Around 100 police and members of civil protection took part in searches on Monday in Leon, Palencia, Cuenca and Soria regions, according to El Periodico newspaper. Spanish TV showed pictures of charred vegetation and six holes, about 30 centimetres in diameter, near Minglanilla in the eastern Cuenca Province.



http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3371815.stm[12/11/2010 17:04:51]
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But experts from the Superior Council for Scientific Investigations said later that these craters had no relation to a meteorite. Spectacle Jose Angel Docobo, director of the University of Santiago's observatory, believes that the largest of the fragments fell near the town of Molina de Aragon, near Guadalajara, 54 kilometres north of Madrid. Mr Docobo, who witnessed the spectacle during a soccer match, says the fragments could be strewn over a radius of 100 kilometres. He estimated that the meteoroid weighed between 50 and 100 tonnes. His observatory carried out a study eight years ago on a similar incident when a meteoroid weighing an estimated 10 tonnes dropped debris over Spain. A meteorite also fell to Earth in Spain near Reliegos in Leon province in autumn 1947.
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History Peekskill Page - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video et 

Oct 9, 1992 - The fireball that eventually became the peekskill meteorite was witnessed over several states. A single stone of 12,370 grams was recovered, ...
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Meteorite hunters flock to - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video 

Nov 28, 2010 - MEMBER CENTER: Create Account | Log In ... LIVINGSTON (WKOW) -- They look like rocks, but they're millennia older and worth so much ...
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peekskill photo - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video et photo 

Oct 9, 1992 - http://web.archive.org/web/20040629094546/http://www.geocities.com/CapeCanaveral/9278/protected_PEEKSKIL.HTM[09/11/2010 22:39:01].
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The Planetary Society - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video et 

Oct 13, 2009 - A reader pointed me to something cool which I also now see is posted on spaceweather.com: the apparent detection of a boom from the bolide ...
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Neuschwanstein - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video et 

Oct 17, 2010 - meteorite in Germany, and the fourth in the world, that was monitored .... silicate mineral enstatite (Mg2Si2O6), and the extremely rare mineral ... [19] The finder share of Neuschwanstein II could not be acquired, however, due ...
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Cruelty to a dog. PHOTOS. In the news: ... officer's slaying - Chicago Breaking News. City, state, or zip. GO. Search ... Get alerts by text message! 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
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ET Crashes - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball 

Oct 3, 1996 - thought all the reports were of it traveling west to east, putting it over Arizona and New ... Just because stations recorded sound waves from the ground does ... actually fell." "That can be determined only by extensive field work.
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ET Crashes - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball 

Oct 3, 1996 - original "official" explanations had this event inextricably joined at the hip ... a High School football game - see California report for full story.
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Meteorites turn sleepy vill... - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en 

Apr 26, 2010 - Dan and Laurie Trocke, and their three kids, are on a mission for fragments ... the kids combed the school grounds for meteorites during recess.
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Dutch Meteor Society: Fireballs - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en 

Jun 1, 2000 - you will be probably interested in our last case from May 6. ">" Thousands of .... GEORGE VALAS, Physicist, Freelance Information Consultant.
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The Great Daylight 1972 Fireball - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball 

Aug 10, 1972 - carbonaceous chondrite) to 14 metres (46 ft) (if made of cometary ices) ... metres per second (2,600 ft/s) and the whole encounter significantly ...
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APOD: 2002 November 18 - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en 

Nov 18, 2002 - http://antwrp.gsfc.nasa.gov/apod/ap021118.html[09/11/2010 22:25:45]. Astronomy Picture of the Day. Discover the cosmos! Each day a different ...
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Grad student wins space race - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en 

Nov 29, 2008 - http://www.canada.com/edmontonjournal/news/story.html?id=40bc1820-d762-4e44-9635-669f0d7354ca&k=16171[24/11/2010 13:38:30].
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KATU 2 - Portland, Oregon - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en 

Mar 14, 2005 - ADVERTISEMENT. Internet cette pag ... ADVERTISEMENT. Internet ... Book claims Nazis tested crude nuclear device in 1945 · Clamming now ...
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Area High School Student Ca... - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en 

Apr 16, 2010 - A Photography Project Lands Student In Right. Place At Right Time. POSTED: 8:50 pm CDT April 15, 2010. UPDATED: 8:55 am CDT April 16, ...
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The hunt is on - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball en video et photo 

Nov 27, 2008 - National Post Victoria Times Colonist The Province (Vancouver) Vancouver Sun Edmonton Journal Calgary Herald Regina Leader-Post.
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videographer says of fireball - CNN.com - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

Nov 13, 2010 - between those reports and any of that debris from the collision," command spokeswoman Maj. Regina. Winchester told CNN Monday. So what ...
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Meteor video could fetch paycheck - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

Mar 14, 2005 - Meteor video could fetch paycheck - March 14, 2005 http://archive.mailtribune.com/archive/2005/0314/local/stories/07local.htm[24/11/2010 ...
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These Rocks Are No Space Ju... - Bolide, meteorite, meteore, fireball 

Apr 21, 2010 - Meteorite Hunters, Scientists Jockey to Find Specimens Potentially Worth .... overhead as bright as a welder's torch, say ... WSJ Spanish.
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Denver News Story - KMGH Denver - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

Dec 5, 2002 - The video from XILINX is one of the best ever recorded of a fireball of ... 2 NFL Coaches Out; Who Is ... become a less inviting target and slow.
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Pieces of Texas Meteorite Found - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,496324,00.html[13/11/2010 00:15:40]. SciTech. RELATED ... the color of the rock is concrete like gray," said Ron DiIulio, ...
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The Society for Popular Astronomy - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

Feb 15, 2002 - infrared sensitivity of many video systems tends to mean meteors appear brighter than a visual watcher would perceive them) suggest the main ...
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Meteoritical Bulletin: Entry for Pribram - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

Nov 1, 2010 - Link to Google Earth. Sort by name. 50 lines/page. Normal table. All bulls ... Class and type: STONE. The number of individual specimens: 1.
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Meteoritical Bulletin: Entry for Lost City - Bolide, meteorite, meteore 

Link to Google Earth. Sort by name. 50 lines/page. Normal table. All bulls ... Class and type: STONY, bronzite chondrite. Number of individual specimens: 2.
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